PowerPusher’s Rail Movers™ are remote controlled, battery-powered vehicles that enable a single person to effectively move massive rail cars. Both on rail and off rail operation allow these movers to be a productive asset for your rolling stock operation. With unmatched maneuverability and intense power the movers can safely solve even the most challenging rolling stock concerns.

- Safely move 10 tons up to 225 tons
- Fully battery operated
- Hi-rail enabled for on and off track operation
- Zero degree turning
- Soft start throttle for smooth takeoff
- Fully remote control – Radio Control Remote (standard), Infrared Remote Control (optional)
- Road/Rail mode
- Fast and slow speeds 0 – 2 mph
- Powered braking system, parking brakes
- Symmetrical operation (forward/reverse)
- Low profile for under car operation
- Custom attachments and custom machines
- Motion Alert Beeper and Motion Strobe
- Maintenance Free Battery
PowerPusher® electric pedestrian tugs are small, extremely powerful walk behind vehicles for pushing and pulling with capacity up to 250,000 lbs. Easy-to-use with minimal training, PowerPusher® equipment easily integrates into your operation. Increase your safety, ergonomics and capabilities with PowerPusher® today.

- Battery Powered (24 and 36 Volt)
- Capacity up to 250,000 lbs.
- Built-in chargers (100-240 VAC)
- Tire options (pneumatic, puncture proof and solid rubber)
- Neutral throttle braking
- Custom attachments
- Engineering consulting included
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